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Abstract
Warheadz is a special NFT
collection like no other. We are the
first-ever NFT project to be a
supporting partner of the USO, or
United Service Organizations, Inc.,
to raise awareness and support to
service members and their
families through the web3
innovation.
This project is composed of an
incredibly detailed collection of
iconic characters who fought from
all sides in WW2.
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We will be creating a
metaverse to bring a new
perspective to the history of
WW2. Our goal is to transform
history education with interactive
technology and gamification to
ensure these impactful stories
will never be forgotten.
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Team
Management & Communications

JACOB SORENSEN
Co-Founder

DAVID BONILLA
RASMUSSON
Co-Founder

JIAN TAM
Crypto & Blockchain Expert
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“As the son of a veteran & growing up in
a family where multiple members have
served in various branches, I am passionate
about the mission we are pursuing and I am
aiming to make a massive impact.” Jacob’s
professional experience is found within sales
& management. He is also the Co-Founder of
Nordic Blockchain Oy.

Co-founder of the Warheadz project. David
has international experience running
projects in different fields. David is currently
co-managing corporate partnerships
and investor relations. His passion and
knowledge for war history has allowed him
to oversee the accuracy in the design details.

With over 16 years of experience in business
development and 8 years in the NFT/crypto
industry, Jian has a wealth of experience
and connections that created some of the
biggest launches in recent years. His passion
and drive to make everyone succeed is the
motivating force for each project he does.
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Team
Artists

ENZO
Lead Artist

Being the lead artist, Enzo has 20 years
of experience in the 3d design, rig and
animation. As his passion lies within digital
art, he has always emphasized high quality
art, with a lot of attention to detail.

Full stack software developer with more than
half a decade of experience in producing state
of the art real-time rendering experiences.
Passion for games and immersive applications
are his main fuel for creating disruptive and
innovative programs utilizing game engine
technologies.

RENAN BELTRAMI
Unreal Developer

EYAN
Art Director
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Eyan has experience working in video games
and unique experiences such as escape rooms
and virtual reality projects. Eyan’s passion and
experience within the VR Metaverse enables
him to produce content to a higher degree
towards the success of the Warheadz project.
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Team
Investment & Legal

MANUEL COBOS
Main Investor

Manuel is a legal expert as well as
a main investor. He has run a large
number of projects in the international
sphere, and is very experienced
running significant operations.

Being a main investor and financial
advisor, Francisco brings financial
expertise after being the general
director of several banks.

FRANCISCO GARCÍA
BEATO
Main Investor

HEIKKI KARIMAA
Business Consultant
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Heikki has 15 years’ experience from
the Nordic recruitment industry
where he has held positions in sales
leadership and the CEO. Heikki is a
father of two young kids and spends his
free time with friends, doing various
sports and occasionally bird watching.
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Team

Tomas has 18 years of experience in
entrepreneurship having co-founded
a now leading soft skills company
operating internationally.

TOMAS VALKAMA
Operations Consultant
Additional Support

ALVARO GOMEZ
MANCHON
Blockchain & Crypto

MATEO FRANCO &
DAVID CHUMILLA
Marvelous Design Experts
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Alvaro provides a deep understanding
of the blockchain technology to the
team. Having experience in companies
such as Indra and Arthika Trading
Solutions, he brings the blockchain
understanding in the project.

Freelance 3D artist for AAA games,
currently working on outsourced
projects. We have worked on various
titles such as Call of Duty: Black Ops
Cold War, Blood & Truth, and The Dark
Pictures Anthology: Little Hope among
others while working at Elite3d .
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Relationship with USO
It all started in 1941, when Mary
Ingraham founded the USO as
a result of the direct request
from President Franklin D.
Roosevelt. Ever since then, the
USO has been leading American
organizations in serving men
& women of the United States
military while they are in
uniform.
The USO strengthens America’s
military service members by
keeping them connected to
family, home and country,
throughout their service to the
nation.
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We will be working together to
bring purpose from our project
into the real world. This will
include metaverse activities
for our holder community,
resources to support the service
member community in a large
and very impactful way, insights
and experience to help develop
potential tools for active-duty
members to use on base, and so
much more.

www.warheadz.com

Roadmap
NFT Collection Release
To release a collection of 7,000 unique soldiers,
and iconic figures on the Ethereum blockchain
with an ERC-721A contract. Each NFT will also
receive a playable 3D character that will be used
inside our Warheadz Metaverse.

Phase 1
2022

Distribution of our Tokens

Phase 2
2022

Each NFT will be able to generate and earn our
utility-based token that will be released after launch.
The token will be used for purchases inside our
Warheadz Metaverse to enhance your experience
and unlock secret features. It will also be used to
purchase physical goods from businesses later on in
our Warheadz club. Tokenomics and whitepaper will
be released prior to the release of our token.

Development Of The WarHeadz Metaverse
Warheadz metaverse is a metaverse that combines
history education and interactive skills training
that are taught in military schools. You’ll also
experience the most historic scenes from history
while ranking up in the military ranks through
various interactive training

Phase 3
2022

Inauguration of WarHeadz Club
Phase 4
2022

The grand opening of our Warheadz Club where you
will have the ability to purchase physical products at
a discount from veteran-owned businesses.

Real-Life WarHeadz Events
Invitation to real-life events organized by both
WarHeadz and our partners. Meet with war
veterans, active service members and history
enthusiasts to show and tell stories of their
experiences.

Phase 5
2022

Transforming History Education

Phase 6
2023
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Our goal is to make history entertaining and never
be forgotten by the younger generation. With the
creation of our Warheadz metaverse, we will be
granting access to schools and teachers to utilize our
technology in their history classes to continuously
share the impactful stories and important history
events that should never be forgotten.
www.warheadz.com

Artwork
The artwork in Warheadz is completely unique and
entirely developed by our team. Another 2D collection
was simply not in our playbook.
Each NFT is a fully rendered 10 second video of a rotating
3D character that will have complete capability to enter
our metaverse. The breakdown of our NFT’s is by army &
character, which we will keep hidden for reveal, but here
are a couple peanuts:

British Infantry Standard
US Infantry Standard
Gurkha Rare
Winston Churchill Super Rare
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NFT Samples

Screenshot from one of our Winston Churchill NFTs
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NFT Samples

Screenshot from one of our British Infantry NFTs
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NFT Samples

Screenshot from one of our Gurkha NFTs
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NFT Samples

Screenshot from one of our US Infantry NFTs
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Metaverse
Our metaverse is a core component
of Warheadz. This is the grounds in
which you, the community, will use
your NFT. The opportunity to play,
learn, & earn all at your disposal,
with guidelines of course. You will
see historic moments, recreated on
the blockchain, available to immerse
yourself into while playing the
character that you own. Walk the
same beaches that were fought over
in Normandy, the same streets that
were walked in Berlin, the same hills
that were tracked in France, and so
much more.
Every person needs choices. The
choice to engage, and take part in
strategic survival skills to outlast
challenging situations that changed
our collective countries forever, or
the choice to take a step back and
soak up knowledge and emotion
from the moments that our
grandparents still remember. These
choices will be yours to make, all at
the same time as earning tokens and
improving your rank.

• Fun past time hobbies & games
• A safe place for veterans/active
duty members
• Integrations with other
metaverses to easily transport
• Pop-Up shops from service
member owned businesses
• Stores and donation centers who
accept our token as payment
• An event hall for speakers,
brought to talk about War,
Business, Life, etc.
This will be a safe place for
community members alike.
Metaverse does not support or
encourage violence, discrimination
of any form, or other types of
intolerable misbehaviour that we
decide to moderate. Warheadz also
does not support or idolize any of the
Axis powers, their decisions, or their
characters, and they are here strictly
for educational purposes as well as
historical accuracy

If you’ve seen enough history for the
day, or you want to take a rest from
climbing the ranks, then you can
head on over to the Hub City of our
metaverse where you will find things
such as:
• Warheadz HQ
• Spaces for other organizations
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Metaverse Samples

Screenshot from our Hiroshima metaverse scene in development
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Metaverse Samples

Screenshot from our Hiroshima metaverse scene in development
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Metaverse Samples

Screenshot from our Normandy metaverse scene in development
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Metaverse Samples

Screenshot from our Normandy metaverse scene in development
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Utility
Redefined in the past months, an
NFT project cannot just offer a png
anymore. Going beyond that, an
NFT is more like buying a stock of
the respected project. We offer our
holders utility first and foremost
in the character in which they are
buying. The character displayed
within each NFT is not just a visual
art piece, but a fully playable
character.
Moreso, utility is found in the access
to our metaverse that we offer to
our holders for streamlined play in
our experiences and activities that
cannot be found anywhere else in
the world (or blockchain). Warheadz
will be offering access to events
with partners in the community
& discounts to products from
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businesses that Warheadz
supports and will partner with.
The most exciting part to our
team is the future development
of the metaverse technology and
the specific purposes that it will
serve. We will be developing the
metaverse for Warheadz to be used
in education for war history, for
example primary education and
secondary/university education.
More technology developments
will include pieces of the metaverse
that are exclusive to on-base service
members who spend immense time
away from friends and family. We
want to offer an interactive safe
space for these active duty members
to be able to spend time with
their loved ones, more than just a
facetime or phone call.
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Tokenomics
Each of our NFTs can be staked to earn our tokens for future in-game
purchases within WarHeadz Metaverse. Full tokenomics will be released
before launching the token.

Mission
Our mission is to raise the industry
standard of NFT projects, integrate
new technology to benefit those who
are often overlooked, and to make
a real impactful difference in the
world.
This all starts with our NFT
collection, which displays the
tireless effort our team has put
into everything starting from the
artwork/characters themselves to
the metaverse, the partnerships even
before launching, and the monetary
investment that has been put forth
for Warheadz.
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Our vision is to be a powerhouse
blockchain development brand
that assists major organizations
and institutes with developing new
technology that can benefit their
community for the better. We truly
believe we can achieve this.
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Disclaimer
The information provided on this whitepaper does not constitute
investment advice, financial advice, trading advice, or any other
sort of advice and you should not treat any of the content as
Such.
Any content in this whitepaper as far as planning and
development is bound to change due to the fluid market and fast
pace conditions. These are goals that have been set internally for
our team and we strive to achieve them, however, these milestones
are not concrete.
Neither Warheadz or Nordic Blockchain Oy recommend that
WarheadzNFT or any token should be bought, sold, or held by you.
Do conduct your own due diligence and consult your financial
advisor before making any investment decisions.

Warheadz Team
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